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The explicit paradigm of death: what we are 
debating

• Death: a biological ontological state of an organism
• An event: marks the end of the biological physiological process of dying

• A scientific reality: not merely a social contrivance nor a normative concept

• Applies to biological organisms



Outline

• 1. Biological life and death: the standard scientific concept

• 2. BD: does not fulfil this standard concept
• Description of why this is so

• 2 arguments that prove this is so

• 3. Objections: 
• 4 objections considered and refuted

• 4. Conclusion: BD is not biological death of the organism



Biological life and death: the standard scientific 
concept



Biological life and death: the standard scientific 
concept

• Homeostasis: the ability to utilize external energy [by metabolism] to 
maintain a highly organized internal environment [extracellular fluid] 
fluctuating within acceptable limits [a necessary condition for all 
organismic function]
• The fight against entropy [the tendency towards chemical and thermal 

equilibrium according to the 2nd law of thermodynamics]



Biological life and death: the standard scientific 
concept

• Living Organism: an integrated functioning organism as a whole
• A localized pocket of anti-entropy, achieved by maintaining homeostasis, 

while resisting chemical and thermal equilibrium with the external 
environment.



Biological life and death: the standard scientific 
concept

• Death: the irreversible cessation of the integrated functioning of the 
organism as a whole
• The organism no longer has the capacity to restore homeostasis and thereby 

resist entropy
• A thermodynamic point of no return: entropy and disintegration take over



Biological life and death: the standard scientific 
concept

• BD Hypothesis: without the brain serving to integrate/unify the 
dynamic metabolic processes
• the organism is no longer a unified whole that acts together to maintain 

homeostasis and resist entropy and disintegration
• is a mere collection of parts



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific concept

BD is not the loss of integrated functioning of the organism as a whole



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific concept

BD is not the loss of integrated functioning of the organism as a whole



“Survival” duration n

1 week 161

2 weeks 67

4 weeks 32

2 months 15

>6 months 7



-does not lead inevitably to disintegration of the organism,
and cardiac arrest



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific  concept

• Integration is an emergent non-localizable property of a living 
organism [a complex system]:
• Does not require an integrator or a central organizing unit: 

• The brain is more an enhancer than an indispensable integrator of bodily functions.

• The early human fetus is a biological organism, not an inanimate entity [not a mere 
aggregate of living cells/tissues] 



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific  concept

An empirical refutation: in the form of a logical argument

Premise 1: The BD Hypothesis
H

BD is perfectly correlated with the irreversible cessation 
of functioning of the organism as a whole

Premise 2: H ͻ O If H is true, then, we expect to observe irreversible 
cessation of functioning as a whole, and the entropic 
process should take over

Premise 3: ~ O We often observe ~ O [homeostasis maintaining 
functions continue]

Conclusion: ~ H The BD Hypothesis is false



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific concept

• Argument 1: accepts that there exists no measuring scale for ‘degree 
of integration’ of a complex system 

Premise 1 Dying patients in ICUs, with MODS and a rapid downhill spiral, by virtue of being still alive, 
are necessarily on the ‘whole organism’ side of the hypothesized dividing line.

Premise 2 Many patients with BD in ICUs [or at home] are as stable as, and some are more stable 
than, such dying patients.

-Can be at home, with no more support than a ventilator, tube feedings, a few 
medications, and good nursing care

Premise 3 Such BD patients are also on the ‘whole organism’ side of the dividing line

Conclusion BD is not biological death
-Are not merely bags of partially interacting subsystems



BD: does not fulfil this standard scientific concept

• Argument 2: accepts the difficulty of trying to conclude anything from 
comparing lists of somatic functions/dysfunctions

Premise 1 A functionally brain-disconnected patient on a ventilator in an ICU (e.g., from high spinal-cord 
transection, or extreme GBS) is a severely disabled organism as a whole

-Not just a conscious head connected to an unintegrated collection of organs and tissues 
enclosed in a bag of skin.

Premise 2 The somatic effects of brain non-function are necessarily identical to those of brain dis-
connection [say, with the vagus nerve cut].

Premise 3 A patient with brain non-function is also a severely disabled organism as a whole.

Conclusion BD is not biological death



Four Objections to the claim that BD is not 
death



Objection 1: a new theory of death

• Living Whole Organism: “the persistence of the fundamental vital 
work of a living organism – the work of self-preservation, achieved 
through the organism’s need-driven commerce with the surrounding 
world.”

• Fundamental vital work: requires three capacities
• “Openness to the world, that is, receptivity to stimuli and signals from the 

surrounding environment”

• “The ability to act upon the world to obtain selectively what it needs”

• “The basic [non-conscious] felt need that drives the organism to act as it 
must, to obtain what it needs and what its openness reveals to be available”



Objection 1: a new theory of death

• Problem 1: Not a scientific biological theory
• Being alive requires a fundamental ‘drive’ and non-conscious ‘felt need’ to 

continue to exist as an organism 
• Death: the departure of this Animating or Vital principle [Soul anima; hylomorphic soul] 

from the organism.

• ‘Vital principle’ and ‘Soul’ are not scientific biological concepts



Objection 1: a new theory of death

• Problem 2: Wholeness is defined exclusively in terms of externally 
directed work
• Internally directed work [self-development and self-maintenance 

(homeostasis)] does not count
• Would mean that the following are dead organisms: 

• Fetus 

• PVS without ability to breathe

• Totally locked-in patient

• The goal of external work [the fundamental vital work of self-preservation] is to sustain 
the capacity for internal integrative unity [maintenance of internal homeostasis]



Objection 1: a new theory of death
• Problem 3: Does not even serve the ad-hoc purpose for which it was 

constructed

Capacity Presence in BD

Openness to the world 
[receptivity to stimuli and signals]

Clot blood at, and heal tracheostomy and GT incisions; withdrawal 
spinal reflexes; HBP and tachycardia to organ recovery.

Act upon the world 
[to obtain selectively what it 
needs]

Assimilate nutrients/electrolytes from fluids/feeds in the world; 
eliminate unneeded wastes in stool/urine to the world; exchange 
gases with the world in ventilated lungs.

Basic non-conscious felt need that 
drives the organism to act as it 
must
[to obtain what it needs]

Basic drives to: circulate blood with oxygen/nutrients to sustain its 
vital organs; absorb needed nutrients and eliminate unneeded wastes 
from the bowel; acquire needed oxygen from the lungs.  These allow 
growth, puberty, and recovery from complications.



Objection 2: the ventilator

• The biological reality of death is masked by the intervention of 
mechanical ventilation
• President’s Commission on Defining Death [1981]: 

• [the ventilator] “generates breathing, heartbeat, and the associated physical 
characteristics (e.g., warm, moist skin) of life... Respiration and circulation are, therefore, 
solely artifacts of mechanical intervention... mask this loss of integration...”[p.22-23]

• President’s Council on Bioethics [2008]: 
• “The apparent signs of life that remain- a beating heart, warm skin, and minimal, if any, 

signs of bodily decay- are a sort of mask... an artifact of technological intervention... The 
simulated ‘breathing’ that the ventilator makes possible is not, therefore, a vital sign... 
the exchange of gases that it effects is neither an achievement of the organism nor a sign 
of its genuine vitality” [p.3, 63-64]



Objection 2: the ventilator

• Problem 1: the ventilator is not causally sufficient for heartbeat or gas 
exchange
• If one were to intubate and ventilate an actual corpse, this will not result in a 

heartbeat or gas exchange or any other sign of life.
• Ventilator: blows air into the bronchial tree

• Organism: does the rest [gas exchange and circulation are achievements of the 
integrated functioning of the organism as a whole]



Objection 2: the ventilator

• Problem 2: although the ventilator is causally necessary for the 
heartbeat and gas exchange, so are many other functions

• All are together jointly sufficient to maintain the background conditions necessary for 
heartbeat and gas exchange

Flaw Details

To prioritize breathing above other 
equally necessary physiological 
functions 
[arbitrary and ad-hoc]

The organism can be supported [enabled] by a pacemaker, dialysis, insulin, a 
vasopressor, a care-giver, and, of course, ventilation.

All are instruments of life-support: can only work if there is still some life 
present in the organism.

To claim that functioning must be 
natural in the irreversibly 
unconscious patient, but not in the 
conscious patient
[arbitrary and ad-hoc]

The PVS patient is dead the instant they require any form of life-support.

The fetus is dead because it is entirely dependent on the mother’s body for life-
support.





Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

• “One of the pivotal conceptual advances in human pathophysiology… 
[is that] The non-functioning of the brain signals death of the person”
• “Being dead can be defined as absent brain function with no biological 

potential in the brain to reinstate sufficient cell function required to achieve 
emergence to consciousness and self-awareness.” 

• “The capacity for consciousness and self-awareness is uniquely synonymous 
with human life and personhood, and its absence is necessary and sufficient 
to identify that death has occurred... The capacity for consciousness and self-
awareness is the only irreplaceable emergent phenomenon…”



Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

• The intuitions that motivate this view:

Intuition Implication

Transplant Intuition In head/brain transplant, you go with your head/brain, not with 
your remaining organism

Remnant Person problem After ‘really gruesome guillotining’ or mid-transplant, you go 
with your head/brain, not with your remaining organism



Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

• Problem: personhood is not a biological or scientific concept
• The question of what kind of thing we essentially are is metaphysical

Metaphysical Explanation of what the Higher Brain Death concept is really saying

There are two deaths 
[death is not a univocal 
concept]

(1) Biological death of my human organism; and, 
(2) Death of me, the human person.
-I am essentially an entity with a capacity for consciousness, not an organism.
-“Death of the human organism will necessarily be my death only if I am an organism.” 



Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

Problem 1: Two deaths
There is still the living 
human organism
[biological death has 
yet to occur]

In the Higher Brain Death patient: 
The body is still an integrated living human organism as a whole

Problem 2: The metaphysical significance of personhood

Personhood is not the 
only metaphysical 
theory of what we
essentially are

Some argue that we are the organism [Animalism]
-Personhood may be a phase of our existence as a human organism [e.g., similar to adolescence]
-To cloak the personhood concept under the mantle of science, granting it a social and epistemic 
authority, is misleading



Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

Problem 3: Metaphysical implications of the Higher Brain Death concept - consciousness required

Permanent 
Vegetative State 

Is dead, and should be treated as such [bury, cremate, autopsy], despite breathing, 
moving, wakefulness, etc. [only my living ‘humanoid’ mere organism remains]
I could never fall into a PVS [my organism could]

Removing the feeding tube would not kill one of us, or violate the rights of any person
Human 
Embryo/Fetus

I was never a fetus [my organism was; I began later on]

Early abortion would not kill one of us, or violate the rights of any person

Problem 4: Metaphysical implications of the Higher Brain Death concept - self-awareness required

Human Neonate I was never a neonate [my organism was; I began later on]

Infanticide would not kill one of us, or violate the rights of any person

Severe Dementia I could never have severe dementia [my organism could]



Objection 3: Higher Brain Death

Metaphysical mistakes made in considering the Higher Brain Death concept

Statement made by Shemie et al. Mistake clarified

Consciousness “entails a state of being awake and
aware of self and environment” so that “a patient in 
a PVS may lack awareness but demonstrates arousal
and cannot be considered deceased”.

A simple logical error: (Awake & Aware) ≠ (Awake ˄ Aware).  
Awareness must be present for consciousness. PVS patient is dead.

A simple mistake: consciousness can occur during wakefulness or 
[REM] sleep, and is not the same as wakefulness alone.

Death of the person requires “no brainstem 
reflexes”

Brainstem reflexes are irrelevant to consciousness/self-awareness:
conflates ‘consciousness’ with ‘all brain functions’.

Death of the person requires “no ability to breathe 
independently”

Apnea is irrelevant to consciousness/self-awareness: conflates 
‘consciousness’ with ‘all brain functions’.

Apnea is not an “irreplaceable function of the brain”





Objection 4: an operational definition 

• Concept of death: 
• “An abstract, unprovable explanation of death, generally based on religious, 

spiritual, or philosophical beliefs”

• Operational definition of death: 
• “Death is the permanent loss of the capacity for consciousness and all 

brainstem functions”



Objection 4: an operational definition 

• Problem 1: Dismisses a long history of rigorous scientific work in 
characterizing the concept of the biological death of an organism. 
• The scientific biological concept: is not based on religious, spiritual, or 

philosophical beliefs
• The biological status of BD individuals is not at all vague”: resist entropy and maintain 

homeostasis [Nair-Collins]

• The loss of personhood concept: is based on religious, spiritual, or 
philosophical beliefs.



Objection 4: an operational definition 

• Problem 2: this is not science at all 
• To operationalize a concept [e.g., death]: is to provide observable criteria 

[e.g., BD] that coincide with that concept
• Operational criteria are only meaningful relative to the concept that the criteria are 

supposed to operationalize
• The “concept” [death] is stated to be: “an abstract, unprovable explanation of death, 

generally based on religious, spiritual, or philosophical beliefs”; i.e., no concept at all

• Operationalization of no concept whatsoever is meaningless

• The operational definition is not science, but is only assertion of a tautology 
• The same as saying “the criterion BD is the criterion BD”

• “Only authoritative assertion void of any empirical or testable content”



4. Conclusion: BD is not death

• The criterion BD does not meet any acceptable concept of death
• The question: are the BD dead? 

• The answer: No. 

• “[We should] not obscure critically important and fundamentally 
normative evaluations under misleading language” 
• may not have any remaining interests [or rights] in continued existence, may

not be capable of being harmed, may have lost moral status…
• we should acknowledge this as the non-scientific, non-factual, moral judgement that it is


